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**IMPROVING THE COLLECTION OF DATA ON RACE/ETHNICITY IN GENERAL PRACTICE**

M Kelaher,* A Parry, S Day, Y Paradis, I Anderson. University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia

Despite increasing pressure to include ethnicity/race in health data, there is considerable debate about whether this information will result in reduced disadvantage or will simply contribute to the reification of ethnic origin as a cause of health problems. We conducted a study to identify promising strategies to improve the identification of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in general practice.

**METHODS**
Methods included a systematic review of the literature on interventions to improve identification, analysis of Primary Health Care Research and Information Service and Medicare general practice data, and a series of key informant interviews, workshops and case studies.

**RESULTS**
Both clinicians and community members recognised the population health imperatives to reduce ethnic disparities in health but they also had difficulty conceptualising how information about a patient’s ethnicity could be clinically useful. Clinicians who were able to articulate how ethnic identification was linked to their practice were the most willing to ask patients about their ethnic status. This was supported by health service data which suggested that increasing awareness around health services specifically available to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in significant increases in identification and completed health assessments (Aged 15–54 years: OR 95% CI 2.38, 1.78 to 3.19 Aged 55 years: OR 95% CI 2.92, 2.46 to 3.47).

**Conclusion**
Improving the willingness of physicians to enquire about ethnicity will require strengthening the link between knowing a patient’s ethnicity and quality of care. This will require having systems in place that enable information about ethnicity to contribute to improved quality of care in an explicit way.

**PUBLIC RESPONSES TO THE SCOTTISH HEALTH INFORMATICS PROGRAMME: PREFERENCES AND CONCERNS AROUND THE USE OF PERSONAL MEDICAL RECORDS IN RESEARCH**

Y M Chang,* Z Chen. Clinical Trial Service Unit & Epidemiological Studies Unit (CTSU), Nuffield Department of Clinical Medicine, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK

The Scottish Health Informatics Programme is an ambitious, Scotland-wide research platform for the collation, management, dissemination and analysis of electronic patient records. It is creating a research portal for electronic patient records held by NHS Scotland that will provide rapid, secure access to the type of data required by population health scientists. However, such data linkage and subsequent use raise a range of social and ethical issues. A concurrent programme of public engagement is exploring opinions and concerns in order to develop a transparent, publicly acceptable approach to Scottish Health Informatics Programme’s work. The first phase involved a series of 10 focus groups across Scotland with a diversity of participants. These data have been analysed qualitatively and inductively. Key concerns relate to security of databases; what data will be used for and the extent to which patients can control the use of their data. A central theme throughout discussions was trust; participants were less concerned about uses of their data when they trusted the individual/organisation using it. A further important finding was that participants were very troubled about linking health data with non-health data for research purposes. These findings have important implications for the governance of health related data and research.

They demonstrate the importance of engaging with public views at every stage of a programme’s development if it is to achieve high levels of trust and transparency.

**OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT FOR POLICIES ON SHARING PROSPECTIVE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL DATA**

Y M Chang,* Z Chen. Clinical Trial Service Unit & Epidemiological Studies Unit (CTSU), Nuffield Department of Clinical Medicine, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK

**Introduction**
With the establishment of prospective bio-bank studies around the world and need for better collaborative use of the resources, there is growing demand for open data sharing both from funders and the research community. However, there is no standard framework for their data sharing policies.

**METHODS**
From numerous websites and publications, we identified large (N≥50,000) well-established population-based studies of common non-communicable chronic diseases among adults’ involving blood collection. A detailed review of their data-access policies (DAP) was undertaken using a structured form.

**RESULTS**
Fifty (34% US-led, 12% UK-based and 16% Chinese-targeted) studies were identified, of which 24 indicated data sharing. However, only nine studies made their DAP available online. Common components of these DAPs include: policy principles; data information and application procedures; evaluation criteria; timeline and process of data release; accessibility to data; output sharing and accountability. In most studies, the data were released for 1–3 years, after the research proposal was approved and the user agreement was signed. The data were released either without any charge, covered in a grant, or on a fee-for-analysis basis. Joint-authorship papers and open-to-public output are expected. Even when the